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Integration partnerships offer
efficiencies and more choices

F

ocusing on its objective to broaden
integration, Keal Technology has
taken major strategic steps to help
brokers maximize the powerful
technology offered by its broker management system (BMS), sigXP. Notably, Keal
Technology and Applied Systems announced an integration partnership late last
year, and early in 2008 Keal reported a plan
to integrate voice over Internet protocol
(VoIP) technology with sigXP.
The integration partnership means sigXP
and Keal’s commercial management system,
comXP, are being integrated with Applied
Systems’ real-time product, WARP. This
is the second integration between these
companies. Keal’s comXP is being integrated
with The Agency Manager (TAM).
Significant pressure due to rising costs
and increased competition has meant
software vendors must offer more ways to
help brokers increase their margins to stay
competitive, says Pat Durepos, president
of Keal Technology. Redundant workflows
involving duplicate data entry are a significant area of wasted time in a brokerage.
Although single-entry, multiple-company
interface (SEMCI) continues to evolve, it
is currently giving brokers measurable and
positive results and it is making customer
service representatives more efficient.
Brokers using sigXP for personal lines
now have access to either or both nexisys
or WARP for real-time data transmission.
Brokers using comXP for commercial lines
will have the benefit of doing real-time
transactions using either CSIO XML standards or Accord with Lloyd’s, Lombard, ING,
Axa, Aviva, Economical and Gore.
“SigXP’s modern architecture coupled
with its Application Program Interface (API)
make it possible to offer our clients the choice
of whatever SEMCI solution they want to
use,” says Durepos. “Keal will continue supporting its existing SEMCI offerings as well as
CSIO Electronic Data Interface transmission
with insurers.”
Keal’s API was Durepos’ early lesson in
the value of integration. He says at the time
of its development,“We had 13 integrations

running around our product. Our system
architects said we needed to create a standard utility which had the sole purpose of
pushing info down into our product and
pulling it out in an integral manner.” API
was born.
API enables data access
and secure integration
of third-party software,
thereby reducing development time.
“I like to think of it
as a traffic roundabout,”
Durepos says. “Everything arrives in a very
orderly manner. It lets us
route the traffic in such
a way our application is
not bombarded by many
integrations at the same
time and thus causing
performance issues.”
API plays an important role with the VoIP
technology integration
now underway between
Keal and Alcatel-Lucent
OmniPCX Enterprise.
Keal is the first and only
BMS vendor to bring this
type of integration to the
Canadian marketplace.
SigXP will be integrated with the
Alcatel-Lucent OmniTouch Contact Center
Premium Edition and bring significant
workflow enhancements to help brokers
increase their customer service levels.
“Brokers tell us they want tools to enhance workflows to become more efficient
and profitable,” Durepos says.“VoIP fits this
request perfectly.”
VoIP provides a number of efficiency
benefits. With VoIP integrated with the
sigXP BMS, brokers can:
 direct incoming calls to the appropriate
CSR, along with the client file in sigXP;
 redirect calls to an assistant if the CSR is
busy, or to a designated person for special
clients;
 link recorded calls and/or voice mails to

the client’s activity in sigXP to minimize
E&O exposure;
 maximize telemarketing campaigns
by scheduling outbound calls in sigXP
and pushing leads to the sales team in

Durepos

real time;
 analyze incoming/outgoing call volume
and duration;
 listen to and coach staff during calls
without clients knowing.
Durepos says independent brokers compete with financial institutions, direct writers
and Internet providers who have been taking advantage of VoIP technology for years.
Until recently, this technology was too cost
prohibitive to introduce into smaller businesses. With the Keal integration, Durepos
says brokers using the Keal BMS will be able
to improve client support tremendously,
improve response time and accelerate marketing and sales efforts. He thinks VoIP also
reduces communication expenses.
Keal has made many other major techni-
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cal advances in the nearly 20 years it has been
providing clients with modern, proven and
efficient brokerage solutions. DokXP, for
example, is a sophisticated digital imaging
and document management product that
has been integrated into sigXP. It’s a simple,
reliable and effective tool for document
research and management.
“Compatible with sigXP, dokXP enables
brokers to operate their brokerage in a
paperless environment,” he says.
Nexisys is another major technical efficiency tool that eliminates data entry
duplication by automatically uploading
information from sigXP or comXP onto
multiple insurance company websites or
web services. Nexisys works in real time
with a single connection, a single entry and
a single interface. This product provides a
single log-in, uploading of new business,
information requests (coverages, invoicing,
claims), renewals management and policy
changes (endorsements).
Durepos believes that brokers must
consider integrating financial services into
p&c operations as well.
“Even if the people and process side
of selling financial services are in place, a
brokerage still needs the right systems to
support integration,” he says. That is why
Keal Technology introduced its lifeXP product. A flexible life insurance management
system, lifeXP contains information on
clients, policies, representatives, follow-up,
payments and commission. It will also produce progress reports, production statistics
and facilitate marketing.
In order to wrap all of this together,
Keal, through its consulting departments,
offers best-practices workflow support to
brokers in order to help them utilize the
products and the integration to operate in
a paperless and SEMCI environment and
thus achieve profitability through efficiency
and productivity. IW
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Rising costs and increased competition have meant software vendors must offer more ways to help brokers stay
competitive, says Keal’s Durepos.

ING begins comXP integration

T

he first phase of an integration project between Keal and ING announced
earlier this year began this summer. The integration will allow brokers using Keal Technology’s commercial management system, comXP, to upload
customer and property information directly into ING Insurance broker
application SaversCL to request a quote.
Using Centre for Study of Insurance Operations (CSIO) XML standards, data is
exchanged between broker and insurer using comXP. This integration represents
significant workflow enhancements for brokers.
“Uploading data from comXP directly into ING’s SaversCL has definitely made
our workflows more efficient,” said Tam Good, commercial lines manager for
Donovan Insurance Brokers of Waterloo, Ont. “We’re spending less time doing
duplicate data entry and more time servicing our clients. We rely on technology
to streamline our procedures to make us more competitive and this integration
helps us achieve that.”
The second phase of the project, which will include uploading coverages from
comXP to ING’s SaversCL, is expected in the third quarter of 2008. Later this year
the integration will include downloads from SaversCL to comXP, creating a true
two-way data exchange.
“We are pleased to offer brokers who use comXP the ability to upload the majority
of their data directly from comXP to ING’s web application,” said Pete Weightman,
senior VP, commercial lines, for ING Insurance. “This is just the starting point in
the utilization of the CSIO data exchange standards, yet it is a terrific workflow
improvement for the brokers, as it significantly reduces the double entry needed
to request a quote.” IW

